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of imperial federation in Great Britain during the midVictorian years has received relatively little attention from historians of
empire. Most of the recent literature on the mid-Victorian age has been
pre-occupied with the controversy surrounding Robinson and Gallagher
and their critics, and the continuing debate over C. A. Bodelsen and his
notions of 'Separatism' and 'Anti-imperialism' has lost none of its
importance more than fifty years after the Danish scholar first presented
his tidy thesis. Indeed, the arguments about continuity and change in
Victorian imperialist expansion in general have become a veritable
crusade for many scholars of British imperial history.
In recent years an attempt has been made to fill a gap in the existing
literature on British imperialist attitudes during the early and middle
years of the nineteenth century. Dr. G. Martin's important article on
'Empire Federalism and Imperial Parliamentary Union, 1820-1870'
appeared in the Historical Journal in 1973 and did much to establish a
revised interpretation of imperial thinking on the consolidation, rather
than the expansion, of the empire.' Dr. Martin focused his attention
upon the family of ideas which most historians since Bodelsen have
dubbed 'imperial federation'. In preference to this phrase Dr. Martin
introduced the terms 'Empire Federalism' and 'Imperial Parliamentary
Union' as being more accurate labels to identify the various strands of
thought and opinion about closer imperial union. 2 His chief purpose was
to demonstrate that the sequence of ideas and attitudes identified by
Bodelsen and ably supported by R. L. Schuyler and J. E. Tyler was fundamentally mistaken. 3 He challenged their thesis that the years 1868-1870
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1. G. Martin, 'Empire Federalism and Imperial Parliamentary Union, 1820-1870',
Historical Journal, XVI (1973), 65-92.
2. Martin, 65-66.
3. C. A. Bodelsen, Studies in Mid-Victorian Imperialism, Copenhagen and London,
1924; R. L. Schuyler, The Fall of the Old Colonial System: A Study in Free Trade,
1770-1870, New York, 1945; and J. E. Tyler, The Struggle For Imperial Unity, 1868-1895,
London, 1938. Although Schuyler's finished work did not appear until 1945, the main
structure of his argument concerning a watershed in British imperial relations and attitudes
about 1870 was outlined much earlier in 1921 before Bodelsen's major work. See R. L.
Schuyler, 'The Climax of Anti-Imperialism in England', Political Science Quarterly,
XXXVI (1921), 537-560.
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witnessed a rather abrupt volte-face in attitudes of indifference to empire
which produced a distinctive metamorphosis of opinion in favour of a
new vision of imperial unity. Dr. Martin suggested that there was in reality no such change in the accepted views of empire during these years.
Rather, there was a basic continuity of imperial ideas on closer union.
His view of a 'single intellectual tradition' concerning closer union
enabled him to claim quite persuasively that there was 'throughout the
nineteenth century a consistent movement, or sentiment, for a federal
empire' and thus no new departure in the accepted outlook on empire
around 1870." In short, Dr. Martin's critique of the old school of
thought on closer union rested upon the attempt to establish the existence
of a continuous sentiment and debate about the federal nature of the
empire long before 1870.
Dr Martin followed up with a much more swingeing foray against
Bodelsen's conception of 'Anti-imperialism' in his second study published in 1975.5 One of his main reasons for wishing to lay the ghost of
anti-imperialism is linked directly to his earlier thesis on 'Empire
Federalism', for he sees it as a 'powerful and interlocking component of
the belief that the year 1870 saw a dramatic change in feelings towards
the empire, its expansion and its organic union'. 6 Dr. Martin's work confirms that continuity rather than change more accurately reflects
Victorian thinking on closer union. An alternative interpretation is
suggested on several important issues: there was no 'Age of Separatism',
the years 1868-1870 did not represent the climax of 'Anti-imperialism',
no British government ever seriously considered the possibility of
imperial dismemberment, and the so-called 'anti-imperialism' of the
'Little England' era never amounted to anything more than the sensible
view that the white self-governing colonies—destined for eventual
independence—would not be prevented from leaving the empire if they
so desired. These conclusions are now part and parcel of the accepted interpretation of mid-Victorian attitudes towards the empire.
If Dr. Martin has succeeded in redressing the balance between the
imperialism of expansion and the imperialism of consolidation, has he
also succeeded in establishing a thesis of fundamental continuity in
British imperialist attitudes towards closer union? In his single-minded
determination to emphasise continuity rather than change in British
imperial ideas between 1820 and 1870 he has overlooked many important
events during 1869 and 1871 which question this thesis. Thus to accept
Dr. Martin's thesis of continuity without reservations is not only to fail
to account for the public controversy over British imperial relations between 1869 and 1871, but also to ignore the unusually conspicuous atten4. Martin, 88-91.
5. G. Martin, 'Anti-Imperialism in the Mid-Nineteenth Century and the Nature of
the British Empire, 1820-1870', in R. Hyam and G. Martin, Reappraisals in British Imperial History, London, 1975, pp.88-120.
6. Martin, 'Anti-Imperialism', 89.
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tion paid to the question of the future of the empire during the 1860s. In
terms of the discussions about imperial federation these developments
are crucial, since they form part of a remarkable conjuncture of circumstances unique to mid-Victorian experience.
Dr. Martin has been selective by omission. Much remains unexplained.
It is the purpose of this paper to challenge Dr. Martin's thesis of continuity in one particular respect, namely, his notion of a 'single intellectual tradition' punctuated by occasional 'cyclical outbursts' of enthusiasm for imperial federationist ideas. My method of attack lies in the
attempt to restore the special significance of the years 1869-1871 to the
debate about imperial federation. In this way I shall assail Dr. Martin's
thesis of continuity from a lightly defended flank. But I do not intend to
review the mid-Victorian era, since that would properly necessitate a
detailed examination of the period 1860 to 1880. Instead, I merely wish
to call attention to the important linkage between two separate yet tantalisingly interlocked developments: first, the furore created by the
Gladstone government's colonial policy and, secondly, the crystallisation
of an embryonic political movement mobilised both within and without
Parliament in order actively to promote the closer union of the white
self-governing empire. The connection between these events
demonstrates that the upsurge of interest in the reorganisation of the
empire during the late 1860s was more than just another 'cyclical outburst' of a continuous sentiment which had existed long before 1870.7 Indeed, an important 'crisis of opinion' occurred at the end of the 1860s
which was the product of a peculiar set of circumstances creating conditions especially conducive to the early origins of the imperial federation
movement during the years 1869-1871.'
It is my contention that Dr. Martin's thesis of continuity fails to provide answers to several important questions arising out of the Bodelsen
controversy. How, for example, should the public commotion over the
Gladstone government's colonial policy during 1869-1871 be explained
and assessed? Uncritical and selective use of evidence enabled Bodelsen
to suggest that it was during these years that the British government came
closest to dismembering the empire. Recent research, however, has
shown without doubt that this assertion was fundamentally mistaken.'
The real reason why Britain's relations with her colonies suddenly
became a subject of intense debate at this time was because of the
7. For arguments supporting periodic revivals of ideas of imperial federation, see
G. Martin, 'The Idea of Imperial Federation', in Hyam and Martin, Reappraisals,
pp.121-37.
8. The phrase originally belongs to Professor W. D. Mclntyre and derives from his
important work entitled The Imperial Frontier in the Tropics, 1865-1875: A Study of
British Colonial Policy in West Africa, Malaya and the South Pacific in the Age of
Gladstone and Disraeli, London, 1967, p.50.
9. The work of C. C. Eldridge, in particular, demonstrates this. See his England's
Mission: The Imperial Idea in the Age of Gladstone and Disraeli, 1868-1880, London,
1973, pp.53-91, and Victorian Imperialism, London, 1980, pp.97-101.
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government's incompetence. A series of official blunders led directly to a
public misunderstanding.
Elected on a platform of peace, retrenchment and reform in 1868, the
Gladstone administration set about its task with a rigid determination.
Public expenditure was to be swiftly reduced and the empire was not
exempt from this general policy of economy. Imperial defence,
therefore, was an obvious target for immediate and severe reductions.
The desire to cut the cost of expenditure for the defence of the empire
was certainly not new. Instituted in 1846, this policy had been endorsed
by a House of Commons select committee in March 1861 and since that
date neither the Liberal nor the Conservative parties had questioned the
policy. Of course, for the Liberals this retrenchment policy also
possessed the additional attraction of conforming to traditional liberal
doctrines of free trade, responsible government and self-reliance. A
strong sense of symmetry thus existed between received liberal ideas and
the Liberal government's actions in imperial affairs during 1869-1870.
But the Gladstone government's tough and extremely uncompromising
approach to this task in the late 1860s provoked a storm of protest which
was out of all proportion to the size of the problem.
Most of the details concerning the Liberal government's colonial
policy between 1868 and 1874 are already well-known and there is no
need to spell them out here. However, it is important to clarify the
background to Gladstone's colonial policy during the 1860s, since it provides the context within which he tried to make colonial self-government
work. Similarly, it is essential in any reassessment of these years to
underline the extraordinary manner whereby the Liberal government
emerged both as the culprit and the victim of a combination of internal
and external circumstances unknown to the early Victorians. The government's misfortune thus lay in its own clumsy response to an already
unpredictable era of imperial change.
Governmental incompetence was an important cause of the public
controversy in British imperial relations during the late 1860s, but it
remains by itself an unsatisfactory explanation. It is necessary to adopt a
longer perspective if we are to explain the strange crisis of opinion which
Bodelsen identified, but failed to unravel. Crucial developments which
occurred during both the early and mid-Victorian years also help to
account for the distinctive sense of public unease about the empire.
Once free trade had replaced the old commercial system and the
colonies of British settlement had acquired responsible government during the 1840s and 1850s, it had gradually become a common assumption
that they would eventually obtain complete independence from the
mother country. No specific timetable was envisaged for this event but
the ground was prepared for this shifting emphasis within the imperial
relationship. Self-government, self-defence and an overall policy of
reduced imperial expenditure fitted the logic of mid-Victorian thinking
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about empire. 10
Not every element in this gradual mid-Victorian reappraisal of empire,
however, was comfortably accommodated. A series of awkward
problems during the 1860s served to emphasise the burdens of empire
and to highlight various anomalies existing in the changing relationship.
Both the American Civil War and the Maori Wars placed untimely
burdens upon the British defence budget chiefly because Canadians and
New Zealanders expected British troops to protect them. The Ashanti
War of 1863-1864 gave colonies a tarnished reputation since it occasioned a British military fiasco and almost brought about the Palmerston
government's defeat in Parliament. Widespread indignation was also
aroused in Britain over Governor Eyre's alleged brutality in crushing the
Morant Bay uprising in Jamaica in 1865—an unpleasant affair which
seriously divided mid-Victorian society and ensured the reversion to
Crown colony status there. Finally, if we also remember that the report
of a House of Commons select committee, set up in 1865 to reappraise
British interests in West Africa, recommended eventual withdrawal from
that troublesome and unprofitable region (with the possible exception of
Sierra Leone), the combined impact of these events amounted to bad
publicity for the empire. Even more significant was their overall effect in
pushing the question of the future of the empire to the forefront of the
debate during the 1860s.
Neither the important long-term changes occurring within the empire
nor these rather unsavoury imperial problems of the 1860s meant that
successive British governments wished to dismember the empire. Dr.
Martin writes persuasively that the Victorians viewed their empire as
'something nebulous and pervasive rather than mechanical and
removable'. 11 And Dr. C. C. Eldridge has observed that 'the question at
issue during the middle decades of the nineteenth century was not
whether the empire should be preserved but what form a reorganised
empire should take in terms of government and defence'. 12 The midVictorian debate was concerned neither with the dismemberment of the
empire nor with its expansion. Instead, a pragmatic policy of consolidation was adopted which ensured that the real focus of attention would be
riveted upon the shape that the future empire should take. Yet long-term
government planning for the empire was conspicuously absent. Instead,
an attitude of drift prevailed which, it was felt, would enable future
governments to adopt a flexible posture capable of meeting each need

10 On the subject of mid-Victorian imperialism and its reappraisal, see B. A. Knox,
'Reconsidering Mid-Victorian Imperialism', Journal of Imperial and
Commonwealth
History, I (1973), 155-172, and C. C. Eldridge's more recent article, 'Mid-Victorian Imperialism Reconsidered', Trivium, (1980), 63-72, in which he challenges some of Knox's
conclusions.
11 Martin, 'Anti-Imperialism', 106.
12 Eldridge, Victorian Imperialism, 82.
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and development as it arose.'
This unsettling sense that the empire had reached a crossroads during
the 1860s prompted a crop of suggestions and plans for the future
organisation of the empire.' 4 To many interested observers it was vital
that this question should not go by default. It seemed to them that the
logic of circumstances dictated only two possible answers: either a
planned separation or the existing policy of drift. Bodelsen's assumption
that this represented an age of separatism culminating in the so-called
'climax of anti-imperialism' is, therefore, clearly erroneous. There was
no such phase in British imperial history. The background of events during the 1860s confirms a certain mid-Victorian dilemma in the attempt to
grope with difficulty towards a new relationship with the self-governing
colonies. The gradual relaxation of ties, with its corresponding
acceptance of the burdens of self-government, required skilful
diplomacy. Any attempt to accelerate the loosening of relations with the
colonies might be genuinely misunderstood and thus seriously jeopardise
future friendly, if undefined, associations. Hence the only form of
separatism conceivable to the mid-Victorians was an amicable separation
by consent."
It was in this particular setting that the Royal Colonial Society
suddenly appeared. Both Bodelsen and Tyler acknowledged that there
were already signs of a revival of interest in empire even before the
advent of Gladstone's first Liberal administration in December 1868.
Neither, however, offered an explanation for the emergence of the new
organisation in June 1868. Indeed, its appearance during the late 1860s
has not yet been satisfactorily explained." Yet the Colonial Society's
existence furnishes further evidence of the special relevance of the 1860s
in the debate about Britain's imperial future. It acted primarily as a
forum for the diffusion of information about the colonies. It also served
as an invaluable rallying-centre for those men who were interested in the
debate about empire and who wished to air their views. The foundation
of the Colonial Society, therefore, was not an early indication of the new
13 The term 'drift' seems a somewhat loaded word which must be interpreted with
great care. The critics of government policy during the 1860s feared that a flexible,
unplanned policy would lead inevitably to a pragmatic policy of drift whereby separation
would follow. See, for example, Lord Bury, The Exodus of the Western Nations, London,
1865, and H. Thring, Suggestions For Colonial Reform, London, 1865. Both Bury and
Thring became staunch opponents of imperial federation during the 1880s. See Lord Bury,
'The Unity of the British Empire', Nineteenth Century, XVII (1885), 381-96, and Sir H.
Thring, 'The Fallacy of Imperial Federation', Nineteenth Century, XIX (1886), 22-34.
14 See Bodelsen, Studies, 50-57, and Schuyler, Old Colonial System, 247-50.
15 Eldridge, 'Mid-Victorian Imperialism Reconsidered', 68-69.
16 For detailed accounts of the Society's early history, see A. Folsom, The Royal
Empire Society, London, 1933; T. R. Reese, The History of the Royal
Commonwealth
Society, 1868-1968, London, 1968; and Eldridge, England's Mission, pp.93-104. As the
most recent specialised history of the Society, Reese's account is most noteworthy for this
failure.
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imperialist movement (which Bodelsen suggested) but an explicit recognition that the future of the empire had at last gained the status of a subject
worthy of concerted discussion. The new society was thus symbolic of a
transition in the imperial relationship.
Because the 1860s served to focus attention both on the burdens of
empire and on the peculiar haphazard nature of the imperial relationship, they also fostered a growing sense of urgency about what should be
done with the empire. The Colonial Society fulfilled the important role
of institutionalising the debate in 1868. The new society was neither a
party political organisation nor a public institution committed to closer
imperial union. Had it been in any way associated publicly with such a
commitment to constitutional innovation it would never have received
the combined blessing of Gladstone and Granville who attended the
Inaugural Dinner of the Colonial Society in March 1869." The overriding significance of the society's purpose lay in its desire to provide a
framework within which the discussion of imperial problems could take
place. In particular, it sought to ensure that the pressing debate about the
future organisation of the empire should be an informed debate.
How was it, then, that this leisurely debate about empire was suddenly
intensified during 1869-1871? The answer lies initially in Gladstone's
determination to force the pace of colonial development during these
years. The immediate cause of the public controversy was the government's decision to continue the policy of previous administrations in
withdrawing most of Britain's overseas garrisons. Gladstone believed
that self-defence was an inescapable corollary of self-government. He
saw no reason why British troops should remain in these colonies. Both
Gladstone and his ministers felt that the time was right to push this policy
to its logical conclusion. Several factors appear to have influenced the
Prime Minister's decision to hasten the process of imperial readjustment:
the general commitment to economy; the renewed threat of Russia in the
Mediterranean; the arrival of a new and victorious German nation-state
in continental Europe; the continuing anxiety of a confrontation with the
United States along the Canadian-American border; and, not least, the
desire to facilitate Cardwell's army reforms. In normal circumstances
such a decision would scarcely have stirred more than a ripple of discontent. But normal circumstances did not prevail in New Zealand whence
Lord Granville, the Colonial Secretary, had ordered the removal of the
last remaining British regiment. On the contrary, the application of this
policy to New Zealand in 1869 came at a particularly awkward time. The
colonists faced a renewal of Maori hostilities. Granville, however, was
blatantly indifferent to colonial fears and did not appreciate the
dangerous internal situation which had developed in parts of the North
Island. From the colonists' viewpoint these circumstances hardly
warranted an official attempt to solve one of the anomalies of respon17 See the Proceedings

of the Royal Colonial Institute,

(PRC1), I.
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sible government.
The Liberal government's determined efforts to correct the financial
imbalance against the mother country could be publicly construed as
colliding squarely with its simultaneous desire to retain a faith in the imperial idea itself. Gladstone, it is clear, was fully aware of this dilemma.
But the conduct of Granville in dealing with this admittedly difficult problem was nonetheless lamentable. His clumsiness in handling the New
Zealand issue bordered on the incompetent. His Colonial Office despatches seemed almost calculated to give offence and his evident lack of
interest in colonial affairs lent an impression of cold insensibility."
Similarly, Granville's calamitous want of tact and sympathy in managing
the Liberal government's Canadian policy aroused further controversy.
His majestic disdain for Canadian anxieties concerning the possibility of
a confrontation with the United States—in addition to their worries
about sporadic Fenian invasions and the Riel Rebellion—damaged
Britain's image in the Dominion and served to stir up the feeling among
many Canadians that the British government wanted them to leave the
empire. Not content with embarrassing the government by these
methods, Granville also invited further suspicions of his colonial policy
and managed to fan the flames of Canadian indignation in two other
inept ways: first, he offered the K.C.M.G. to Alexander Gait, the
Canadian Finance Minister and a well-known opponent of the existing
imperial relationship; and, secondly, he gave the appearance of
steamrollering British Columbia into the Canadian Confederation. Small
wonder, then, that Granville's brief stay at the Colonial Office is chiefly
remembered for the toughness and insensitivities of his policy.
By attempting to forge ahead with the accepted policy of troop evacuations during 1869-1870, the Colonial Secretary had stirred up a hornet's
nest. Unkind critics of the government needed little encouragement to
make their own interpretation of this colonial policy." Indeed, coming at
about the same time as Granville's unpopularity was reaching its peak
over New Zealand, the ambiguity of his intentions towards Canada,
which was widely reported in the Dominion, gave an unexpected authority to the heated accusations of separatism levelled at the Liberal government's colonial policy. Gladstone certainly anticipated that Granville's
colonial policy would be the subject of intense argument and disapproval
18 Granville's diplomatic finesse and renowned social charm had earned him the
sobriquet 'Pussy', but evidence of his indolence as a minister and his lack of interest in
colonial affairs is equally well-established. See Lord Kilbracken, Reminiscences, London,
1931, 102; Lord Rendel, Personal Papers of Lord Rendel, London, 1931, p.33; E. Drus,
ed., A Journal of Events During the Gladstone Ministry, 1868-1874, by John, First Earl of
Kimberley, Camden Miscellany, XXI, London, 1958, p.31; and G. E. Marindin, ed., The
Letters of Frederic Lord Blachford, London, 1896, p.275.
19 Thus, for example, the Gambia Exchange, the threat about the Cape Constitution
and the rejection of the annexation of Fiji each added to the lamentable list of
misunderstandings about the Gladstone Government's colonial policy.
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even in a House of Commons not noted for its keen interest in colonial
matters. Neither he nor Granville, however, expected the agitation which
followed. The strength of the opposition and the remorseless campaign
against Granville's alleged policy of separatism clearly shook the government.
What was the nature and the scale of the public reaction to these
policies? Clearly, the source of the protest derived from Granville's
actions in New Zealand and Canada. However misguided the complaints
may have been, the anger and dismay was both immediate and
widespread. The Liberal government came in for especially heavy
criticism in Parliament from August 1869 to April 1870 and Granville, in
particular, was singled out as the 'villain of the piece'. Gladstone was
actually impelled to declare to the House of Commons on 26 April 1870
that his government did not aspire to be 'the heralds and the inaugurators of a new policy and a new era'. 20 But this belated public disavowal of
separatist intentions failed to calm the fears of the government's most
vociferous critics. They remained unconvinced of the government's real
intentions. Indeed, not until May 1871 did a convincing public disavowal
of separatism emerge and even then it was delivered in somewhat curious
circumstances. 21
Meanwhile the government suffered a barrage of persistent attacks
against its colonial policy in Parliament and in certain sections of the
British and colonial press. One particularly obstinate attack against
Granville's colonial policy came from Lord John Russell who continually badgered the Colonial Secretary for a clear statement of his
policy both in his private correspondence and in House of Lords debates.
Russell, who was no novice in colonial affairs, believed that Granville
intended to sever the Canadian connection and was not averse to invoking the spectre of 'eternal infamy' against any minister found guilty of
weakening the imperial relationship. 22 But Russell, whose obsession with
strengthening the imperial bonds made his relentless criticism of Granville seem like persecution, was not alone in his belief that the government had embarked upon a new and radical colonial policy. Granville's
rather heartless treatment of Canada, in particular, convinced Lord
Carnarvon, the chief Opposition critic in the House of Lords, that the
Colonial Secretary was bent on cutting the Canadian tie. Carnarvon's
20 Gladstone's statement, 26 April 1870, Hansard, House of Commons, Vol. 200,
cols. 1898-99.
21 This public denial of separatist aspirations came emphatically from Edward
Knatchbull-Hugessen, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the Colonial Office, whose
speech in the House of Commons on 12 May 1871 Gladstone privately described as
'bunkum'. This whole rather bizarre affair is lucidly recounted in Mclntyre, Imperial Frontier, pp. 59-65. For Knatchbull-Hugessen's rejection of separatism, see Hansard, House of
Commons, Vol. 206, Cols. 761-8.
22 See Lord John Russell, Recollections and Suggestions, 1813-1873, London, 1875,
II, 204; and Granville to Russell, 28 August 1869, Lord E. Fitzmaurice, The Life of the
Second Earl Granville, London, 1905, II, 22.
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memorable speech in Parliament in February 1870 in which he attacked
Liberal policy as 'cheeseparing in point of economy and spendthrift in
point of national character' 23 earned him the gratitude of Sir John
Macdonald, the Canadian Premier, who privately distrusted the government and even considered the startling possibility of an 'appeal from the
Government of the people of England'. 24 Canadian feelings of dismay
were also adduced by Michael Hicks Beach, the future Conservative
Colonial Secretary, who toured the North American continent in the
autumn of 1869 and confirmed that the Canadian people were 'disgusted
with what they think is a desire on the part of England to get rid of
them'. 25
Colonial reactions, however, were not confined to Canada. In New
Zealand Granville's offhanded manner was received with great exasperation while in London the response took the shape of a letter of protest
published in The Times in June 1869. Signed by Sir George Grey, a
former governor of the colony, and four prominent New Zealand
politicians—Sir Charles Clifford, Henry Sewell, H. A. Atkinson and J.
Logan Campbell—the letter emphasised that Granville's insensible
policy was 'calculated to drive the colony out of the empire'. 26 Sir Philip
Wodehouse, the governor of Cape Colony, also acknowledged the
apparent indications of a forced Canadian independence from Britain (in
a speech in the Legislative Assembly) but observed, too, that in New
Zealand the severance was 'being accomplished under very painful circumstances'. 27 Colonial feelings towards Granville's uncompromising
policy in New Zealand were fully expressed by Robert Torrens in the
House of Commons in April 1870.21 There was clearly widespread concern in the colony about the government's intentions. The strong sense of
betrayal led to advocacy of annexation by the United States by some New
Zealanders with wounded pride. The fury of the colonial reaction thus
ensured that the dispute continued to smoulder throughout the summer
of 1870. Indeed, as the Granville-Gladstone correspondence makes clear,
the Colonial Secretary himself was perfectly aware of the deep resent23 Hansard, House of Lords, Vol. 199, col. 199, 14 February 1870.
24 Macdonald to Carnarvon, 14 April 1870, Sir J. Pope, The Correspondence of Sir
John Macdonald, Toronto, 1921, 132-4. Macdonald's distrust of the Liberal Cabinet and
Granville's colonial blunders were the subjects of Carnarvon's reflections in a letter to Lord
Dufferin on the demise of the Gladstone Government in 1874. See Carnarvon to Dufferin,
31 October 1874, Sir A. Hardinge, The Life of Henry Howard Molyneux Herbert, Fourth
Earl of Carnarvon, 1831-1890, London, 1925, II, 96.
25 Lady Victoria Hicks Beach, The Life of Sir Michael Hicks Beach, Earl St.
Aldwyn, London, 1932, I, 28.
26 The Times, 18 June 1869.
27 Quoted by Robert Torrens, Liberal MP for Cambridge, in the House of Commons
on 26 April 1870. See Hansard, House of Commons, Vol. 200, col. 1823.
28 Torrens listed a cross-section of gloomy and bitter colonial reactions to the
government's colonial policy. See Hansard, House of Commons, 26 April 1870, Vol. 200,
cols. 1820-4.
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ment against his decisions and even confided to Gladstone at one point
that his own reports suggested that New Zealand would 'leave the
empire'."
The New Zealand controversy also triggered a reaction in Britain
which far exceeded any anticipated disapproval in Parliament and in the
British and colonial press. The letter of protest which appeared in The
Times in June 1869 presaged an extra-parliamentary rumpus unknown in
previous disputes about colonial affairs. This point has been overlooked
by Dr. Martin in his determination to dismiss it as merely a momentary
cyclical outburst of public concern. Close analysis shows, however, that
both Gladstone and Granville were warned not to underestimate the
gravity of the perceived crisis in New Zealand, and they received prior
notice of a public meeting to be held in London to discuss the affair. 30
Without entering into a detailed discussion of the protracted events
which occurred between August 1869 and January 1870 it is important to
recognise that another front had been opened against the government by
its most determined critics. The absence of a public disavowal of
separatist intentions during these months, combined with the intransigence of Granville and the Colonial Office, allowed rumours of a
piecemeal imperial dismemberment to persist. These circumstances also
fuelled the energies of the defenders of the imperial connection who
gathered together in the rooms of the Royal Colonial Society in London.
The first meeting of these self-styled 'influential colonists in England'
was convened in August 1869 as a protest against Granville's tough
approach to New Zealand. 31 But this solitary gathering very quickly expanded into a new and separate series of weekly meetings at the Cannon
Street Hotel in London.
Beginning on 24 November 1869, a total of six weekly sessions were
organised which attracted considerable public attention until they eventually petered out on 5 January 1870.32 Several members of the new
Colonial Society were involved from the beginning in these discussions
about Granville's New Zealand policy. Their aims, however, were not
confined to mere protest. They sought ultimately to stimulate a public
debate on the reorganisation and the general management of Britain's
29 Granville to Gladstone, 30 June 1870, A. Ramm, ed., The
Political
Correspondence of Mr Gladstone and Lord Granville, 1868-1876, Camden Miscellany,
LXXXI (London 1952), 104.
30 Kinnaird to Gladstone, 31 July 1869, enclosed with Gladstone to Granville, 2
August 1869, Granville Papers, P.R.O. 30/29/57, Public Record Office, London, quoted
in Eldridge, England's Mission, 99.
31 See Parliamentary Papers (GBPP), XLIX, 447-67.
32 For detailed information on the Cannon Street group, see C. S. Blackton, 'The
Cannon Street Episode: An Aspect of Anglo-Australian Relations', Historical Studies,
XIII (1969), 520-32, and for a detailed analysis of the complex relationships and responses
of the Royal Colonial Institute (renamed as such in March 1870), the Cannon Street group
and Lord Granville, see M. D. Burgess, 'The Imperial Federation Movement in Great Britain, 1869-1893', unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Leicester University, 1976, pp. 51-66.
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colonial affairs and urged Granville to support their proposal for a conference of colonial representatives to meet in London during February
1870 to discuss these matters. Three fellows of the Colonial
Society—Henry Blaine, James Youl and Henry Sewell—signed a circular
to be sent throughout the white self-governing empire advocating closer
communications between Britain and the settlement colonies. Both the
'Youl Circular' and the committee from which it emanated were deprecated by Granville, while even the colonial governments to whom the circular was addressed declined to co-operate with such a vaguely planned
conference."
The persistence of these defenders of empire finally paid off when they
persuaded Granville to meet a large deputation to vent their grievances,
but it achieved nothing. By the time it met the Colonial Secretary on 15
December 1869, the Cannon Street meetings were well under way in their
denunciations of the Liberal government's colonial policy and their
harassment of Granville. The links between the Royal Colonial Society
and the Cannon Street group in this episode were obvious from the
outset. Despite the Colonial Society's strong efforts to remain officially
aloof from the controversy, over a third of its Council members attended
the Cannon Street meetings. Thus when the Youl Committee deputation
met Granville in December the overlapping nature of the membership of
both organisations was manifest: led by Lord Bury, the President of the
Colonial Society, the Duke of Manchester, Lord Alfred Churchill and
Sir Charles Nicholson attended together with a host of empire
enthusiasts, some of whom were later to play an important role in the
attempt to bring about closer imperial union during the 1870s and 1880s.
These men included Youl, Sewell and Blaine along with Frederick
Young, Francis de Labilliere, William Westgarth, Arthur Kinnaird and
John Gorst. They did not include among their ranks any leading politicians, but they could not be dismissed as well-intentioned nonentities. 34
Granville did not yield an inch to this public clamour for compassion,
administrative reform and a temporary suspension of the military withdrawals from the colonies. He was both unmoved and immovable. But if
the movement of protest had failed even by its own terms of reference,
the balance-sheet of achievements was not entirely on the debit side.
Even The Times, which had labelled the movement a failure, acknowledged that it had 'set politicians talking everywhere about the colonies
and their relations with England'. 35 Bodelsen was right to argue that the
33 GBPP, XLIX, 447-67. For the various replies from the colonial governments,
see ibid., 454-67, and the Annual Register, (1870), 113-14.
34 The first Council of the Royal Colonial Society contained 21 members of
whom Henry Blaine, Hugh Childers, Lord Alfred Churchill, Sir Charles Nicholson, George
Verdon, Edward Wilson, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff and James Youl all attended the
Cannon Street meetings. See PRCI, (1868-1869), I, for the complete list.
35 The Times, 18 January 1870. Granville's Permanent Under-Secretary at the
Colonial Office, Sir Frederic Rogers, acknowledged the wide press coverage of the agita-
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Cannon Street meetings were badly planned and the Pall Mall Gazette
was correct to claim that the 'exceptional and isolated case' of New
Zealand was 'an unfortunate starting-point for a movement in favour of
comprehensive changes in the colonial system'. 36 But the Cannon Street
episode, coupled with unusual parliamentary pressure, colonial protests,
individual exhortations from statesmen like Russell and Carnarvon, and
several sections of the British and colonial press, succeeded in calling
public attention to the changing nature of Britain's imperial relationship.
The New Zealand controversy had acted as a catalyst in the general
debate about how to reorganise the empire during the 1860s.
Granville's sins alone could not account for this crisis of opinion. His
diplomatic charm was conspicuously absent in his dealings with the
colonies and both he and Gladstone bungled their case by failing to
explain their colonial policy until after the last British regiment had been
withdrawn from New Zealand. But Granville was also unlucky. He
attempted to implement the Liberal government's colonial policy of
retrenchment at particularly difficult moments in the history of New
Zealand and Canada. Both colonies were experiencing serious internal
security crises and Canada also faced perceived external threats. Given
the constraints of economy and the time-factor within which Granville
was forced to operate, his task was at best an unenviable one. The
hurried withdrawal of troops from the colonies created the mistaken impression that the Gladstone government had embarked upon a new and
radically different colonial policy without informing either Parliament or
the public. Rumours and suspicions of governmental legerdemain circulated widely. Thus the hubbub which reverberated throughout
informed colonial circles in Britain and abroad during 1869-1870 was
largely the government's own fault. Caught in a very delicate period of
British imperial change, the Liberal government's incompetence served
to exacerbate an already difficult problem of readjustment. And in a
decade when anti-empire sentiments had received widespread publicity a
Liberal government which contained such vehement critics of empire as
John Bright and Robert Lowe was hardly likely to engender feelings of
trust and confidence in the colonies.
This brief analysis of the crisis in British imperial relations during
1869-1870 confirms that Bodelsen's account was over-simplified. But it
does not enable us to dismiss his interpretation as wholly inaccurate. The
argument developed here suggests that there is still some basis for
Bodelsen's conclusions. His sense that the years 1868-1870 possessed
rather special qualities in relation to the debate about empire was essention but felt that he and Granville would 'beat them'. See Sir F. Rogers to Lady Rogers, 21
November 1869, G. E. Marindin, ed., The Letters of Blachford, 279. Bodelsen, Studies,
gives a very careful analysis of the London press, 102-3. The European Mail, which circulated around the colonies, gave the fullest reports of the agitation throughout December
1869.
36 The Pall Mall Gazette, 20 December 1869.
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tially correct. His main fault lay in his failure to unravel the confusingly
interlocked events of the 1860s which account for the distinctive crisis of
opinion and which was so vital for his interpretation to be convincing.
However, Dr. Martin's scholarly critique of Bodelsen's work also fails to
appreciate the links which existed between the short-term unpopularity
of the Gladstone government's colonial policy and the long-term changes
which were occurring in the imperial relationship. Together these
developments produced a tangle of events in the late 1860s which were
crucial to the gradual resurgence of interest in the idea of imperial federation. It is essential to distinguish this trend of opinion from the fuss
generated by Granville's policies. The Cannon Street group, the press
critics, and the parliamentary inquisitors were defenders of empire who
wrongly suspected an official cover-up by the government. After 1871,
when this public agitation had died away, a distinctly different mood
arose which centred upon the actual consolidation of the empire.
Bodelsen acknowledged this when he claimed that the year 1871 marked
a new phase in the growth of the early imperialist movement. But, in
attaching a special significance to the period 1869-1871, it is not
correspondingly necessary to accept Bodelsen's woolly assertions and
vague terminology. Indeed, it is perfectly possible to accept much of the
thesis of continuity advanced by Dr. Martin provided that the important
crisis of opinion which surrounded British imperial relations in the late
1860s also receives the attention which it deserves. Once we place this
extraordinary controversy in its proper context it becomes clear that the
idea of imperial federation and the first signs of a sustained political
movement advocating the consolidation of the empire in 1871 were more
than mere 'cyclical outbursts' of imperial sentiment.
What evidence is there, then, for the early origins of the imperial
federation movement? Dr. Martin has already made the telling point that
the phrase 'imperial federation' is a very imprecise label which is
unhelpful for analytical purposes because it conceals a variety of
different approaches to the reorganisation of the empire. Bodelsen also
recognised this fact when he remarked that imperial federation had
become 'the happy hunting ground of cranks'. 37 There were as many
schemes of closer union as there were individuals to propound them.
Nonetheless, these observations do not alter the fact that in 1871 the very
first signs of a new political movement dedicated to the closer union of
the empire—can be detected. The public meeting held at the Westminster
Palace Hotel in London in the summer of 1871 in order to discuss colonial questions was a landmark in the history of the movement which was
to have its heyday over a decade later.
Meeting between 19 and 21 July 1871, the conference on colonial questions closely followed the publication of two celebrated articles which
advertised the cause of the new movement. Entitled 'Imperial Federal37 Martin, 'Empire Federalism', 65-66, and Bodelsen, Studies,

131.
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ism' and 'An Imperial Confederation', these two articles appeared in the
January and April editions respectively of The Contemporary Review
The author of these rather polemical essays was Edward Jenkins, a
Canadian expatriate who had already some notoriety as the author of
Ginx's Baby, a social satire published in 1870. As a former member of
the Royal Colonial Society and a future Liberal MP for Dundee,
Jenkins' career in the early movement for closer imperial union in 1871
was typical of many of his contemporaries. His importance to the movement must not be exaggerated but he can fairly be credited with the birth
of serious discussion on the subject of imperial federation. He certainly
did not invent the phrase and he made no effort whatsoever to provide
the advocates of closer union with a strong sense of purpose and practicality.
The Westminster Palace Hotel Conference was markedly different
from the rough and ready gatherings of Cannon Street. By comparison,
they were well organised and the political nature of the papers presented
for discussion indicated an obvious difference in the purpose of the
meetings. The public uncertainty which had characterised the debate
about Britain's imperial future during the previous years had vanished.
The government was no longer suspected of severing the colonial connection. Thus the mid-Victorian search for a new relationshp with the white
self-governing colonies resumed in a much more carefully considered
setting. However, it was not only the return of a calm controlled
atmosphere in these discussions which served to underline the marked
contrast between Cannon Street and the Westminster Palace Hotel
Conference. The composition of the latter group also provided a clear
indication of the progress of the incipient movement. When Edward
Jenkins gave the inaugural address on the evening of 19 July 1871 the
company of prominent men from British and colonial circles who were
assembled before him was solid evidence of the growing appeal of
colonial subjects deemed worthy of serious discussion. Both the Duke of
Manchester and the Earl of Shaftesbury chaired the sessions, while the
Earls of Airlie and Lichfield attended together with at least seventeen
MPs from both major British political parties. Among the nine Conservative members were Lord Eustace Cecil, Lord George Hamilton,
Viscount Sandon, Robert Fowler, and E. B. Eastwick, while Thomas
Brassey, Colonel E. T. Gourley, Arthur Kinnaird, McCullagh Torrens
and Robert Torrens were among the eight Liberal members who were
present. Other notable public figures who attended at various intervals
during the three days of debate were Sir Charles Nicholson, Sir George
38 'Imperial Federalism', The Contemporary Review, XVI (January 1871), 165-88,
and 'An Imperial Confederation', The Contemporary Review, XVII (April 1871), 60-79.
39 According to G. Martin, 'Empire Federalism', 88, and R. Hyam, Britain's
Imperial Century, London, 1976, p.33, the real architect of the phrase 'imperial federation'
was the Rev. William Arthur who first used it in the London Quarterly Review, December
1853.
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Young and Sir Charles Clifford, while the Colonial Institute was well
represented by Frederick Young and C. W. Eddy, and both Youl and
Blaine of Cannon Street fame mingled with the more august crowd of
public men interested in imperial questions. 40
The scope of discussion was indeed comprehensive, with papers on
emigration, the reform of the Colonial Office and the complex issue of
land transfers, but the interest in imperial federation was especially intriguing. Delivered to such an audience of distinguished MPs, colonists
and colonial expatriates, Francis de Labilliere's paper was actually
entitled 'Imperial and Colonial Federalism'. 41 Though somewhat
idealistic and vague in terms of details, Labilliere's contribution was significant in one particular respect: it symbolised the changed circumstances of British imperial relations. Such a discussion among practical
politicians would have been unthinkable only ten years earlier. Thus
Labilliere's paper, if rather crude and superficial in its content, reflected
an essentially exploratory purpose. His principal aim was to set the
wheels of discussion on imperial federation in motion.
In retrospect, it is understandable that the conference of 1871 has been
ignored by historians and consequently forgotten by many students of
British imperial ideas. From a strict viewpoint, the conference of 1871
represented the only visible achievement of the so-called early empire enthusiasts who actively promoted closer imperial union. The promoters
actually wanted regular meetings in the future but the Executive Committee, which was given permanent status, was unable to repeat this
success.42 But the Westminster Palace Hotel Conference should not be
viewed in complete isolation from other developments related to the
growing interest in imperial federation. It was not the only evidence of a
marked shift of emphasis in the imperial debate towards closer union.
On the contrary, imperial federation was hotly debated throughout the
1870s both in the Colonial Institute and in a number of articles and
essays which appeared in the mid-Victorian review literature. In Parliament, too, the impulse to do something about the empire was both evident and novel. Already, in April 1870, a motion was brought before the
House of Commons by Robert Torrens calling for a select committee on
the political relations between Britain and the colonies. 43 It occasioned a
lengthy debate on the colonial question in general and more accurately
corresponds to Dr. Martin's category of 'Imperial Parliamentary Union'
40 For the attendance list, see the little-known Discussions on Colonial
Questions,
London, 1872. It is possible to determine political party labels of the participants by crossreference with J. Vincent and M. Stenton, eds., McCalmont's Parliamentary Poll Book,
1832-1918, Brighton, 1971. It is, however, somewhat inaccurate, eg. Robert Macfie attended and Sinclair Aytoun, Liberal MP for Kirkcaldy, 1862-1874, was also present, but their
names are not included on the list.
41 Discussions, 72-83.
42 Edward Jenkins, for example, anticipated annual conferences.
43 Hansard, House of Commons, Vol. 200, cols. 1817-1908, 26 April 1870.
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in its content than the specific use of the federal principle. Nonetheless, it
signifies a noticeable change in the substance of the usual parliamentary
debates on imperial questions.
The notion of 'Confederation' was seriously discussed for the first
time in the context of closer union during the summer of 1871. Robert
Macfie, an intrepid activist in imperial affairs who was a member of the
Colonial Institute and a firm believer in imperial federation, moved a
resolution for a select committee to consider improvements in existing
imperial relations with a view ultimately to 'the permanent maintenance
of the best and most cordial interconnection between all parts of the empire'. 44 The ensuing debate, on 12 May 1871, did not focus upon imperial
federation per se, but it did familiarise the House of Commons with the
new mood of consolidationist thinking on empire. Macfie persisted with
his efforts to impel the House of Commons to investigate the possibilities
of an imperial reorganisation during succeeding debates in 1872 and
1873, but with little success.45 In Parliament, his was an isolated militancy.
Macfie's antics, irritating though they may have been to many
members of the House of Commons, do not appear so far-fetched if
viewed from a different perspective. Outside Parliament a prominent
public figure expressed similar opinions. It is against the background of
controversy over the Gladstone government's colonial policy and the
gradual shift of emphasis towards closer imperial union of some sort
during the 1870s that Disraeli's famous Crystal Palace address must be
assessed. Without wishing to join the debate about Disraeli's imperial
ideas, 46 it would be foolish to ignore his acute awareness of contemporary change. He was quick to detect the growing sense of doubt and
uncertainty about Britain's changing international position after
Russia's unilateral abrogation of the Black Sea Clauses in October 1870
and the sweeping Prussian victory over France which confirmed German
hegemony in Europe after 1871. These events, which served to undermine Britain's global position, prompted Disraeli to emphasise once
again the link between Britain's continued greatness and her empire: the
empire was the solution to halting Britain's perceived decline in power
and prestige. 47 Macfie, therefore, was in good company when, during the
44 ibid., vol. 206, cols. 750-70, 12 May 1871.
45 See ibid., vol. 211, cols. 912-38, 31 May 1872, and Vol. 211, cols. 1102-23, 28
February 1873.
46 The most recent contribution to this debate is F. Harcourt, 'Disraeli's Imperialism,
1866-68: A Question of Timing', Historical Journal, XXIII, 1(1980), 87-109. It does,
however, seem surprising that neither S. R. Stembridge, 'Disraeli and the Millstones', Journal of British Studies, V (1965), 122-39, nor Mclntyre, Imperial Frontier, London, 1967,
have been considered in Harcourt's article.
47 Hugh Childers, the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, wrote in September 1872
that it was 'ineffably amusing to watch the varying tone of great men who, knowing
nothing, and not caring very much about the past colonial controversy, hazard opinions to
catch the popular breeze of the moment '. See Childers to J. O'Shanassy, 4 September
1872, S. Childers, The Life and Correspondence of the Rt. Hon. H. C. E. Childers,
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early 1870s, he advocated tightening the imperial bonds. It is clear that
the growing popularity of ideas of imperial consolidation, together with
the increasing propensity to refer to any such notion as 'imperial federation', was a Zeitgeist of the 1870s as British primacy in industrial, commercial and foreign fields was challenged seriously for the first time.
Thus changes in world politics also seemed to strengthen the case for
closer union. But it would also be equally foolish to exaggerate the importance of Disraeli's Crystal Palace speech of June 1872. His own belief
that Britain's future was tightly bound up with her empire does not alter
the fact that the empire section of his famous speech, which alluded to
imperial consolidation, was minute. Disraeli, as astute as ever, had merely paid a timely tribute to ideas which were already circulating about
closer union. 48
Evidence of these ideas is not difficult to find. Outside Parliament, the
channels of the Colonial Institute, the press and contemporary literature
facilitated discussion of imperial federation. Under the editorship of
James Froude, Fraser's Magazine took up the cause of closer union in
1871.49 Two consecutive and anonymous articles appeared in the July
and August editions entitled 'Great Britain Confederated' in which the
federal solution was propounded as a kind of school catechism for some
future generation in the form of questions and answers. Meanwhile, in
February 1871, Robert Macfie, as irrepressible as ever, delivered a paper
1827-1896, I, London, 1901, 211-12. As a Liberal minister in Gladstone's Cabinet,
Childers's barbed remark, presumably directed at Disraeli, must be cautiously recorded.
However, it is interesting to note that the most recent discussion of Disraeli's imperial
ideas—F. Harcourt, 'Disraeli's Imperialism', 108—acknowledges that he reactivated
empire principally as a strategy in response to prevailing international circumstances.
48 I do not wish to be drawn into the familiar arguments about Disraeli's motives and
intentions concerning his Crystal Palace speech. This particular controversy has been
thoroughly analysed in C. C. Eldridge, England's Mission, pp. 172-205, and R. Blake,
Disraeli, London, 1966, p. 524, observed that in the forty-five pages which Disraeli's
Manchester Free Trade Hall speech (3 April 1872) and his Crystal Palace speech (24 June
1872) take up in Kebbel's edition of his speeches, the subject of empire occupies less than
two pages. My point is merely that imperial federationist ideas were already circulating
before Disraeli's Crystal Palace speech.
49 Froude, the Tudor historian and editor of Fraser's Magazine since 1860, published
two articles in 1870 entitled 'England and her Colonies' and 'The Colonies once more' in
which the inclination to favour imperial consolidation is strongly evident. These articles
were republished in 1894 in his Short Studies on Great Subjects, II, 180-216 and 397-438
respectively. Froude was also among those who genuinely believed that the Liberal government was bent on cutting the colonies adrift in 1870. In April 1870 he wrote that 'Gladstone
and Co. deliberately intend to shake off the colonies. They are privately using their command of the situation to make the separation inevitable.' See J. Skelton, The Table Talk of
Shirley, London, 1895, p. 142. It is also interesting to note that many of the key themes and
elements present in J. R. Seeley's Expansion of England, published in 1883, are to be found
(even in almost identical prose) in Froude's articles more than a decade earlier. This is
hinted at in P. Burroughs, 'John Robert Seeley and British Imperial History', The Journal
of Imperial and Commonwealth History, I, January 1973, 192, but is explicitly stated in L.
Trainor, 'Historians As Imperialists: Some Roots of British Imperial History, 1880-1900',
The New Zealand Journal of History, XV (April 1981), 40-41.
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before the Colonial Institute entitled 'On the Crisis of Empire: Imperial
Federation' and published his Colonial Questions Pressing for
Immediate Solution during the same year. In 1873 a small newspaper,
The Colonies, joined the continuing debate about closer union. Owned
by S. W. Silver, a member of the Colonial Institute, the newspaper published a debate between two correspondents in the months of January,
February and March who signed themselves 'Philo Colonus' and 'H. de
B.H.' and who used the paper's columns to ventilate the possibilities of
imperial federation. This debate was extended in 1875 to include letters
from Frederick Young, the Duke of Manchester and Francis de
Labilliere, and the correspondence was published separately as a book by
Young in 1875 entitled Imperial Federation. In pursuance of the campaign to tighten the bonds of empire, de Labilliere presented a paper to
the Colonial Institute in January 1875 entitled 'On the Permanent Unity
of the Empire', and during the months of April, July and October 1879
the Westminster Review published a series of articles collectively entitled
'The Federation of the English Empire'. 50 Finally, among the articles and
papers touching on the subject of closer union a decade after the crisis of
opinion in British imperial relations, Alexander Staveley-Hill's 'An
Empire's Parliament' was read before the Colonial Institute in February
1880 and de Labilliere's 'The Political Organisation of the Empire' was
received by the same body in June 1881, thus demonstrating the continuing value of that institution to enthusiasts of imperial federation. 51
It would be unwise to overestimate the importance of this evidence in
support of imperial federation. Many of those who either spoke or wrote
in favour of closer union probably did not stop to consider the logical
implications of the phrase itself and Disraeli certainly cannot be grouped
with such activists. 52 Nonetheless, the evidence outlined here does identify a body of informed public opinion during the mid-Victorian years
which manifested support for some form of closer union. Global events
certainly assisted this new outlook on empire, but it was a response which
coincided with a critical period of imperial change. In this way, many
Victorians were able conveniently to marry the implications of two separate developments—one extra-imperial and the other intra-imperial.
After 1871, therefore, all talk of separatism, however much it had existed
50 For de Labilliere's paper, see PRCI, 6, (1874-1875), 36-85.
51 For Staveley-Hill's paper, see PRCI, 11, (1879-1880), 136-77, and for de
Labilliere's paper, see PRCI, 12, (1880-1881), 346-91. One of the Colonial Institute's few
permanent staff, Major J. Boose, even claimed that it was the first public organisation to
advocate the federation of the empire. See J. R. Boose, Memory Serving, London, 1928,
p.97. It would be beyond the bounds of this paper to list every major article and speech
which favoured imperial federation during the 1870s, but further information and
literature is cited in Eldridge, England's Mission, pp. 131-3.
52 On the great academic arguments about terminological precision concerning
imperial federation, see M. D. Burgess, 'Imperial Federation: Edward Freeman and the
Intellectual Debate on the Consolidation of the British Empire in the Late Nineteenth
Century', Trivium, XIII (1978), 77-94.
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at all, was suddenly unfashionable. The value of a closer imperial relationship seemed inestimable.
Only when we have taken account of this important background
evidence does the rather sudden appearance of the Imperial Federation
League in November 1884 really make sense. Political organisations do
not crystallise abruptly from nowhere and the League was no exception.
Its foundation was the logical institutional result and expression of the
nascent political movement which had been sparked into existence over a
decade earlier." It owed its appearance to the hard core of dedicated
activists, like Young, de Labilliere and Westgarth, who worked persistently in favour of closer union throughout the 1870s and the early
1880s. Thus if we attempt to assess the events of the period during and
after 1871 it is obvious that a distinctly new mood in favour of imperial
federation had begun to manifest itself. Evidence for this new mood,
however, need not necessarily be taken as proof of a concrete political
movement. And this is the crucial question: when does a group change
significantly to warrant the label political movement? Clearly, those
public men who rallied to the cause of closer imperial union throughout
the period 1871 to 1884, when the League was formed, held certain fundamental beliefs in common and possessed a shared view about the
urgency of the great imperial debate. Moreover, they actually attempted
to put their beliefs into practice. It is on this basis that the conclusion to
this analysis must be drawn.
If, as Dr. Martin has already suggested, we adopt a long perspective
and assess these events of 1869-1871 as merely part of a continuous sentiment for a federal empire then it is possible to downgrade the importance
of what occurred during these years. Hence, in the broad context of the
nineteenth century, events such as the Cannon Street meetings and the
Westminster Palace Hotel Conference seem insignificant: they can be
depicted as a mere reflection of a single intellectual tradition dating back
at least to the 1840s. But detailed analysis of the years between 1869 and
1871 reveals a crucial discontinuity in British imperial thinking. No new
policy emerged as a consequence of this crisis of opinion but a new
political movement, however fragile and incipient, had crystallised.
After all, nothing like the Cannon Street meetings and the Westminster
Palace Hotel Conference had ever occurred before in the debate about
the future of the empire. Close examination of British imperial relations
during 1869-1871 shows that Dr. Martin's 'single intellectual tradition'
of empire federalism at last boasted a political movement to sustain it. In
certain important respects, therefore, Dr. Martin's thesis of continuity in
British imperial ideas must be qualified.
The thesis of continuity has gone too far in rejecting outright the views
of Bodelsen, Schuyler and Tyler. If the discussions about closer imperial
53 On the formation of the League, see Burgess, 'The Imperial Federation Movement
in Great Britain, 1869-1893', pp.112-39.
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union after 1868 should not be seen as a new departure in imperial thinking, the context in which they took place was unique to Victorian
experience. The empire had no new dawn in 1870, but the imperial
federation movement did. And imperial federation symbolised both continuity and change in British imperial ideas during the nineteenth century.
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